LADR TRAINING WEBINAR

WORKING ON A NIH GRANT PROPOSAL?
LADR ESTIMATES THE SIZE OF YOUR STUDY POPULATIONS

THUR, SEPT 6
12-1PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/zEGXfE

OR

MON, SEPT 10
1-2PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/R76FhX

- Search 9M+ de-identified patient records from UCLA, Cedars-Sinai, USC Keck, Children’s Hospital LA and City of Hope
- Expand your study from a single to multi-site proposal
- Obtain patient counts from all institutions w/ one query
- Inform NIH Inclusion Enrollment Reports w/ patient counts by gender, race and ethnicity
- Increase cohort identification for rare disease studies
- Obtain coordinated data provisioning support

NEED HELP? CONTACT:
LADR@ctsi.ucla.edu

REGISTER AT:
https:// goo.gl/zEGXfE

THUR, SEPT 6
12-1PM

REGISTER AT:
https:// goo.gl/R76FhX

MON, SEPT 10
1-2PM
LADR TRAINING WEBINAR

WORKING ON A NIH GRANT PROPOSAL?
LADR ESTIMATES THE SIZE OF YOUR STUDY POPULATIONS

CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING DATES:

THUR, SEPT 6
12-1PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/zEGXfE

MON, SEPT 10
1-2PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/R76FhX

- Search 9M+ de-identified patient records from UCLA, Cedars-Sinai, USC Keck, Children’s Hospital LA and City of Hope
- Expand your study from a single to multi-site proposal
- Obtain patient counts from all institutions w/ one query
- Inform NIH Inclusion Enrollment Reports w/ patient counts by gender, race and ethnicity
- Increase cohort identification for rare disease studies
- Obtain coordinated data provisioning support

NEED HELP? CONTACT:
ladr@coh.org
WORKING ON A NIH GRANT PROPOSAL? LADR ESTIMATES THE SIZE OF YOUR STUDY POPULATIONS

LADR TRAINING WEBINAR

CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING DATES:

THUR, SEPT 6
12-1PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/zEGXfE

OR

MON, SEPT 10
1-2PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/R76FhX

- Search 9M+ de-identified patient records from UCLA, Cedars-Sinai, USC Keck, Children’s Hospital LA and City of Hope
- Expand your study from a single to multi-site proposal
- Obtain patient counts from all institutions w/ one query
- Inform NIH Inclusion Enrollment Reports w/ patient counts by gender, race and ethnicity
- Increase cohort identification for rare disease studies
- Obtain coordinated data provisioning support

NEED HELP? CONTACT:
dewars@chla.usc.edu
LADR estimates the size of your study populations.

LADR Training Webinar

Choose from the following dates:

**THUR, SEPT 6**
12-1PM
REGISTER AT: https://goo.gl/zEGXfE

**MON, SEPT 10**
1-2PM
REGISTER AT: https://goo.gl/R76FhX

- Search 9M+ de-identified patient records from UCLA, Cedars-Sinai, USC Keck, Children’s Hospital LA and City of Hope
- Expand your study from a single to multi-site proposal
- Obtain patient counts from all institutions w/ one query
- Inform NIH Inclusion Enrollment Reports w/ patient counts by gender, race and ethnicity
- Increase cohort identification for rare disease studies
- Obtain coordinated data provisioning support

WORKING ON A NIH GRANT PROPOSAL?
NEED HELP?
CONTACT:
dewars@chla.usc.edu

REGISTER AT: https://goo.gl/zEGXfE
OR
REGISTER AT: https://goo.gl/R76FhX
WORKING ON A NIH GRANT PROPOSAL? LADR ESTIMATES THE SIZE OF YOUR STUDY POPULATIONS

LADR TRAINING WEBINAR

CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING DATES:

THUR, SEPT 6
12-1PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/zEGXfE

OR

MON, SEPT 10
1-2PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/R76FhX

- Search 9M+ de-identified patient records from UCLA, Cedars-Sinai, USC Keck, Children’s Hospital LA and City of Hope
- Expand your study from a single to multi-site proposal
- Obtain patient counts from all institutions w/ one query
- Inform NIH Inclusion Enrollment Reports w/ patient counts by gender, race and ethnicity
- Increase cohort identification for rare disease studies
- Obtain coordinated data provisioning support

NEED HELP? CONTACT:
researchinformatics@csmc.edu

REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/zEGXfE

THUR, SEPT 6
12-1PM

REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/R76FhX

MON, SEPT 10
1-2PM

THUR, SEPT 6
12-1PM
LADR TRAINING WEBINAR

WORKING ON A NIH GRANT PROPOSAL?
LADR ESTIMATES THE SIZE OF YOUR STUDY POPULATIONS

CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING DATES:

THUR, SEPT 6
12-1PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/zEGXfE

OR

MON, SEPT 10
1-2PM
REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/R76FhX

- Search 9M+ de-identified patient records from UCLA, Cedars-Sinai, USC Keck, Children’s Hospital LA and City of Hope
- Expand your study from a single to multi-site proposal
- Obtain patient counts from all institutions w/ one query
- Inform NIH Inclusion Enrollment Reports w/ patient counts by gender, race and ethnicity
- Increase cohort identification for rare disease studies
- Obtain coordinated data provisioning support

NEED HELP? CONTACT:
gregoryturner@cdrewu.edu

REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/zEGXfE

THUR, SEPT 6
12-1PM

REGISTER AT:
https://goo.gl/R76FhX

MON, SEPT 10
1-2PM